
Guide to our Toolkits



What is a mwah. Toolkit?
A mwah. toolkit enables either a business or HR leader to completely manage the introduction of 

a specific process or idea into the business.   

Toolkits can be co-branded, and are implemented using a simple process  -  

                                     Brief to Design to Feedback to Final Version to Brand to Handover   

The list of Toolkits is divided into categories, so you can easily find the topics 

most relevant to you and your business.
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Culture
1. Culture Toolkit* 

Best for - Building a signature culture that sticks 

Best for - Communicating in a way that captures the hearts, minds and efforts of your 

audience. 

Best for - Building change agility into the DNA of your business 

Best for - Supporting ‘well’ businesses, teams and individuals 

Brief – Understanding the culture of your business – strengths and weaknesses – using mwah.’s signature approach. 

Designing a strategy to leverage and build on strengths, address gaps, and how it is best communicated. Introducing 

expectations around norms and role modelling. Ensuring every leader and every employee starts to use common 

language around your culture.   

Additions – Culture Model, Content on Culture, Culture Communication Template, Culture Card (specific to your 

Culture), Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers. 

Outcome – Understanding and appreciation of your current Culture and a plan to build it   

2. Story Telling Toolkit**

Brief – Introducing story-telling to your business. Ensuring every leader and every employee starts to use common 

language and have common expectations around telling stories. Planning and implementing a ‘cascade’ of story- 

telling capability. Toolkit is designed to support your organisation’s story, and give everyone on the team confidence 

to tell it.   

Additions – Story-Telling Model, Content on Story-Telling, Story-Telling Template, Story-Telling Card, Toolkit 

Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers. 

Outcome – Introduction and embedding of Story-Telling into your business 

3. Change Toolkit*

Brief – Implement an effective and common approach to Change Management across your business. Can be used 

to implement a particular change, but the approach and capabilities becomes ‘the way you manage change’. Aims 

to make agility and change one of the core strengths of your whole team.   

Additions – Content on Change, Change Model, Change Communication Template, Toolkit Planning Guide, 

Facilitation Guide for Implementers. 

Outcome – Change Management capability as a core strength of your team or business.   

4. Wellness Toolkit*

Brief – Implement a great basic Wellness program into your business, dealing with physical and mental wellbeing, 

touching on the tougher issues such as addiction, but concentrating on individual accountability, resilience, 

checking in on each other, and a better understanding of what it takes to be (and stay) ‘well’. Aims to make Wellness 

a core part of your business for every employee.      

Additions – Content on Wellness and Energy, Individual Wellness Template, Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation 

Guide for Implementers. 

Outcome –Improved wellness across the business, and a stronger commitment to looking out for each other.   

5. Volunteering Toolkit 

Brief – Implement a volunteering program into your business, that is relevant, builds the team cohesiveness, and 

most importantly, makes a difference to your communities or the lives of individuals. Look at best practice, your 

strengths, and any limitations your business has, before designing a very compelling program.         

Additions – Content on Volunteering, Bespoke examples (of successful programs, relevant to your business), 

Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers.   

Outcome – Improving the appetite and capability of your leaders to have difficult conversations successfully and 

sensitively. 

Best for - Designing an approach to volunteering that aligns to the context of your business 

and supports your community  

* identifies Toolkits that are based on the ‘mwah. signatures approach and processes’ 

** Identifies the most popular toolkits which are; Coaching, Storytelling, New Leader  



Communication
6. Internal Communication 

Best for - Creating a clear business narrative for teams and individuals to connect to 

Best for - Creating a cohort of master facilitators across your business 

Best for - Getting meetings right, every team, every time  

Best for - Building presentations that deliver results  

Brief – Enabling you to develop an internal communication strategy and plan, and cascade to all leaders and 

employees. Introduces basics of great communication and embeds an appreciation of why it is such an important 

lever in culture and leadership. Designed around your existing communication channels, and introducing choosing 

the right channel to maximise the impact on the audience. 

Additions – Content on Communication, Internal Communication Template, Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation 

Guide for Implementers.   

Outcome – A working two-way flow of communication, and with all leaders confident to play a role in internal 

communication.   

7. Facilitation Toolkit

Brief –Implementing a common approach to Facilitation across your business, and lifting the skills, so every leader 

and member of staff has access to better Facilitation skills. It has the added bonus of lifting the standard of your 

workshops and collaborative sessions, and other events as you improve capability. Focus can be on facilitation, 

participation, collaboration, skill building or transfer, or all of these things.           

Additions – Content on Facilitation, Facilitation Template, Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers. 

Outcome –Improved Facilitation across your team or business.    

8. Meeting Toolkit

Brief – Implementing a common approach to Meetings across your business, and lifting the skills, so every leader 

and member of staff has access to better Meeting facilitation skills. It has the added bonus of lifting the standard of 

your meetings as you improve capability. Focus can be on efficiency, accountability, fun, team cohesiveness, 

culture or all of these things.           

Additions – Content on Meetings, Meetings Template, Specific Templates attached to the rhythm of your business, 

Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers.   

Outcome – Improved Meetings across your team or business. 

9. Presentation Toolkit

Brief – Lifting Presentation skills across your business every leader and member of staff has access to better 

presentation skills and higher expectations of themselves and others. This deals with communication styles, 

individual differences, tricks to capture people’s imagination, ideas to inspire, and ways to deal with presenting when 

your personal skills aren’t as strong.  

Additions – Content on Presenting, Presentation Template, Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for 

Implementers. 

Outcome – Improved Presentations across your team or business, and from your team and business. 

* identifies Toolkits that are based on the ‘mwah. signatures approach and processes’ 

** Identifies the most popular toolkits which are; Coaching, Storytelling, New Leader  



Leadership & Relationships
10. Coaching Toolkit**

Best for - Embedding coaching as a core capability of your business  

Best for - Supporting New Leaders to be confident and hit the ground running 

Best for - Creating a common language about doing great work together 

Best for - Managing all of the talent in the business in the best way possible 

Brief – Introducing coaching to your business. Ensuring every leader and every employee starts to use common 

language and has common expectations around coaching and feedback. Planning and embedding coaching 

capability. 

Additions –Coaching Model, Content on Coaching, Coaching Template, Coaching Card, Toolkit Planning Guide, 

Facilitation Guide for Implementers. 

Outcome – Introduction and embedding of Coaching into your business. 

11. New Leader Toolkit**

Brief – As a person steps into a new leadership role in your business, they need the basics. From the basics of your 

business, it moves to your expectations and norms, role modelling, how leaders are measured and the leader’s role in 

every employee’s experience, culture, communication, standards, core people processes and coaching.   

Additions – Leadership Cards (inclusive of your core processes), Culture Model, Coaching Model, Content on 

Coaching, Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers. 

Outcome – Ensuring new leaders in your business, hit the ground running, and don’t ‘practice’ on their team without a 

solid foundation in your expectations. 

12. Performance Management*

Brief – Design and implementation of performance management into your business, aimed at high performance, 

great behaviour and relationships, and ensuring every employee has a common experience and understanding of 

what’s expected, personal accountability, what’s rewarded, how to raise difficult topics, coaching, feedback and the 

link to development planning.     

Additions – Content on Performance Management, Workshop materials for line leaders (or HR team members) to 

use in initial workshops, Communication Templates, Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers.   

Outcome – Ensuring a common experience of performance management, and common language to discuss 

performance, feedback, and expectations.   

13. Talent Management*

Brief – Design and implementation of talent management into your business, aimed at identifying high potential, 

calibrating standards, and moving to ‘as many people on the high potential bench as possible’ mentality. Enabling 

people to appreciate their strengths and how best to overcome development areas, how to provide feedback, and 

linking development spend to the highest potential. Has a foundational element of diversity and inclusion to ensure 

an understanding of bias and merit. Introduces succession planning for the key (business critical roles).       

Additions – Content on Talent Management, Workshop materials for line leaders (or HR team members) to use in 

initial workshops, Communication Templates, Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers.   

Outcome – Ensuring a common experience of talent management and development, and common language to 

discuss potential in your business. A baseline Succession Plan for key (business critical) roles. 

Best for - Supporting tough conversations to be had, in a really great way 

14. Difficult Conversations Toolkit

Brief – Implement a common approach and greater capability in your business around having the most difficult 

conversations. Using case studies and practices, the skills of leaders are improved as they gain an appetite for 

leaning in rather than out.         

Additions – Content on Difficult Conversations, Bespoke examples (relevant to your business), Toolkit Planning 

Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers.   

Outcome – Improving the appetite and capability of your leaders to have difficult conversations successfully and 

sensitively. 

* identifies Toolkits that are based on the ‘mwah. signatures approach and processes’ 

** Identifies the most popular toolkits which are; Coaching, Storytelling, New Leader  



Diversity & Inclusion
15. D&I Strategy Toolkit

Best for - Embedding coaching as a core capability of your business  

Brief – Diversity and Inclusion Strategies are best built specific to your context. This toolkit looks at the key essential 

elements, and then the additional pieces that you can add to give you a great approach to this critical Diversity and 

Inclusion agenda. Especially relevant when you’re starting this approach or when you have a problem with diversity 

that just isn’t shifting.         

Additions – Content on Diversity and Inclusion, examples (of successful programs, relevant to your business), D&I 

Strategy Template Communication, Learning Records, Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers.   

Outcome – Implementing a Diversity and Inclusion successfully. 

16. Flexibility Toolkit

Best for -  Getting flexible working in a great way for your people and your business  

Brief – Look at all the aspects of Flexibility, and decide which ones are most important for your business and team. 

Look at policies, best practices, limitations, and opportunities. Be aware of potholes that could see flexibility falter or 

fail. Plan implementation and support leaders to embed inclusive leadership around flexibility. Plan and execute 

communication and expectations around flexibility.          

Additions – Content on Flexibility, Flexibility Policy, Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers.   

Outcome – Successfully introducing a workable approach to flexibility in your business or team. 

17. Employee Network Toolkit

Best for - Building impactful and meaningful Employee Networks  

Brief – Employee Networks, particularly around a shared diversity agenda, can be very powerful tools for 

engagement and inclusion. This toolkit shows you how the best employee networks are designed and 

implemented and then works to design a great Networking approach for your team.         

Additions –Content on Employee Networks, examples (of successful programs, relevant to your business), 

Employee Network Plan-on-a-Page, Communication Strategy for Employees, Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation 

Guide for Implementers.   

Outcome – Implementing Employee Networks successfully.   

18. Sexual Harassment Toolkit

Best for - Solving a culture of Sexual Harassment   

Brief – Zero Tolerance for Sexual Harassment is essential if you want to run a great business where you’re not only 

compliant with the law, but most importantly every employee understands what the sexual harassment, its impact 

on others, and how to play a role in eradicating it. This deals with the basics right through to the nuances. 

Additions –Content on Sexual Harassment, Case studies (relevant to your business and context), Policies on Sexual 

Harassment, Learning Records, Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers.   

Outcome – Implementing a program to fully understand and eradicate Sexual Harassment from your business. 

* identifies Toolkits that are based on the ‘mwah. signatures approach and processes’ 

** Identifies the most popular toolkits which are; Coaching, Storytelling, New Leader  



Recruitment
19. Recruitment*

Best for - Getting recruitment right, every time 

Brief – Diversity and Inclusion Strategies are best built specific to your context. This toolkit looks at the key essential 

elements, and then the additional pieces that you can add to give you a great approach to this critical Diversity and 

Inclusion agenda. Especially relevant when you’re starting this approach or when you have a problem with diversity 

that just isn’t shifting.         

Additions – Content on Diversity and Inclusion, examples (of successful programs, relevant to your business), D&I 

Strategy Template Communication, Learning Records, Toolkit Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers.   

Outcome – Content on Recruitment, Recruitment Templates (Role Design, Interview, Reference Check), Workshop 

materials for line leaders (or HR team members) to use in initial workshops, Communication Templates, Toolkit 

Planning Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers.   

20. EVP Toolkit

Best for - Building a compelling employee brand that attracts and retains great people 

Brief – Look at the Employee Value Proposition for working with your business, and boiling it down to a few things 

that really make a difference, then communicating that in the best way for your internal and external audience.         

Additions – EVP Model (based on the Happiness Research around what matters), Content on EVP, EVP Template, 

EVP Card (specific to your business and EVP and potentially backed with the Culture Card), Toolkit Planning Guide, 

Facilitation Guide for Implementers.   

Outcome – A compelling EVP for your business. 

21. On-Boarding Toolkit

Best for - Introducing new people into your business in a great way 

Brief – A common On-Boarding approach for your business, based on your business, core compliance, your EVP 

and Culture, and each person’s particular contribution. Can be adjusted to include an ‘on-boarding to leadership’ 

component.       

Additions – Content on On-Boarding, On-Boarding Template, Leadership Expectations, Toolkit Planning Guide, 

Facilitation Guide for Implementers.     

Outcome –Every new person, and new leader, is on-boarded effectively and efficiently, quickly feeling like they 

belong and they know the way you work, so they can hit the ground running.    

* identifies Toolkits that are based on the ‘mwah. signatures approach and processes’ 

** Identifies the most popular toolkits which are; Coaching, Storytelling, New Leader  



HR Speciality Toolkits
22. Organisation Design 

Best for - Designing organisations that ‘work’ and deliver results   

Brief – Great leaders are always designing their organisation. Understanding what customers need, the work to be 

done, the people that can do that work, how people will work together, and who’s accountable for what, are all 

critical elements of organisation design. At the same time, you need to make sure your business is as lean and 

efficient as any competitor will ever be, AND that your team are totally able to give their best contribution. It goes 

beyond structure, into required capabilities, leadership, relationships and processes to hold it all together.        

Additions – Content on Organisation Design; Organisation Design Templates on Capability, Teamwork and Core 

People Processes; Toolkit Planning Guide; Facilitation Guide for Implementers.

Outcome – A HR team that has a solid understanding of Organisation Design, and an appetite to look at every 

opportunity to get it ‘more right’, and the skills to facilitate that conversation with the leaders they support.   

23. Consulting Toolkit*

Best for - Designing consultation processes that genuinely get people involved and do 

way more than just ‘tick the box’ 

Brief – Whether it be a small change or a major transformation, consulting broadly across stakeholders is an 

essential foundation for success. There is a required element of consulting on major change or restructures and this 

is included, but there is a wealth of constructive possibilities, beyond compliance, and that’s the vast majority of this 

toolkit. Starting with the basics of Why consult, Who to consult with, and How to consult, and moving to choosing 

the right channels for consulting, taking feedback on board, and dealing with people are resisting the change.        

Additions – Content on Change, Change Model, Change Communication Template, Toolkit Planning Guide, 

Facilitation Guide for Implementers. 

Outcome –Consulting capability as a core strength of your team or business. This toolkit is foundation for good HR 

professionals and teams.    

24. Career Conversation

Best for - Supporting Leaders and Employees to have meaningful and impactful career 

discussions 

Brief – One of the fundamental measures of any business is whether it’s good for employees – not just during the 

day as they work, but over time as they improve their ‘employability’ and opportunity to do better or more interesting 

work. The foundation to delivering great development, and allowing all employees to reach their potential is Career 

Conversations. This toolkit, brings Career Conversations to life in your business as a core expectation of every 

leader and employee.       

Additions – Content on Careers, Development Planning Template, Career Mapping Template, Toolkit Planning 

Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers. 

Outcome –Every leader on the team is able to have a powerful conversation with every person on their team about 

development, growing, potential, and being in a better place in a year’s time.    

* identifies Toolkits that are based on the ‘mwah. signatures approach and processes’ 

** Identifies the most popular toolkits which are; Coaching, Storytelling, New Leader  



HR Speciality Toolkits
25. Bullying 

Continued.

Best for - Solving a culture of bullying 

Brief – Bullying can destroy individuals and business cultures. Creating an environment with a zero-tolerance stance 

on Bullying, supported by a way of dealing with issues that keeps everyone whole, is essential for all businesses. 

 This toolkit provides all of the information and resources needed to have an impactful discussion with Leaders and 

teams about Bullying, ensuring that expectations and options for support are clear.     

Additions – Content on Bullying, Bulling Team Discussion Facilitation Guide, Bullying Case Studies, Facilitation 

Guide for Implementers 

Outcome –Every person in the business understands what Bullying behaviour looks like, the expectations of the 

business around their own behaviour, and what to do if they see or experience bullying   

26. Linking Your Business to Community

Best for - Linking the purpose and efforts of your business to a positive community impact 

Brief – As social media and great transparency brings the walls come down, there’s an increasing expectation that 

businesses work much more closely with community and society more broadly. There’s also a growing 

appreciation that employees are highly engaged by businesses who are interested in being socially engaged and 

responsible. That said, there’s a million ideas about how to better connect your business to community. The 

challenge is deciding which opportunities are most relevant to your team and your customers, and also which areas 

can you have most impact in. This toolkit, navigates the path between all the possibilities and the decision on which 

one is right for you. 

Additions – Social Change Playbook, Community and Employee Communication Templates, Toolkit Planning 

Guide, Facilitation Guide for Implementers. 

Outcome – Identification of one or two key opportunities to get your business closer to, and more involved in, your 

community, and a specific action plan to get you there.   

* identifies Toolkits that are based on the ‘mwah. signatures approach and processes’ 

 ** Identifies the most popular toolkits which are; Coaching, Storytelling, New Leader  



How mwah. Toolkits are designed using 
a simple five step process;

Brief to Design to Feedback to Final Version to Brand to Handover  

Step 1 - Brief
Anyone can read the book, but getting great people processes is all about 

understanding the context, and designing to maximise strengths and take every 

opportunity to minimise gaps. During the briefing process, we talk history, ambition, 

and the path from one to the other that maximises every opportunity you have in 

your business.   

Step 2 - Design
During design, we take proven processes and ideas, and align them to your unique 

context and opportunities. We aim to create another competitive advantage for 

your business, via a very human experience for your employees. 

Step 3 - Feedback
We are very comfortable with feedback, and love this stage when we use your 

business and our work as the foundations to iterate together and get the work 

exactly right.     

Step 4 - Final Version with Branding 

Once we’re happy with the final version, we work with you Branding team to make it 

look and feel like your company. If you don’t have a branding team, we can brand it 

for you. 

Step 5 - Handover 

At handover, we don’t just throw it over the fence. We’ll work with you to decide 

who’s best to receive it, and how. At a minimum, all Toolkits include an initial 

introduction workshop for the team leading the introduction. By design, mwah. can

also be involved in facilitating a number of workshops with Senior teams or HR 

teams.   



www.mwah.live


